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Presidential elections provide both an important context in which to study advertising and a setting that
mitigates the challenges of dynamics and endogeneity. We use the 2000 and 2004 general elections to analyze

the effect of market-level advertising on county-level vote shares. The results indicate significant positive effects
of advertising exposures. Both instrumental variables and fixed effects alter the ad coefficient. Advertising
elasticities are smaller than are typical for branded goods yet significant enough to shift election outcomes. For
example, if advertising were set to zero and all other factors held constant, three states’ electoral votes would
have changed parties in 2000. Given the narrow margin of victory in 2000, this shift would have resulted in a
different president.
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1. Introduction
Advertising is ubiquitous. In 2008, firms spent
roughly $65 billion on television advertising for a
range of products.1 The prevalence of advertising
suggests that it must be influential. Consequently,
the study of advertising often turns to understand-
ing what it affects and why: economists and mar-
keters debate whether advertising is informative or
persuasive; marketers assess its effects on interme-
diate measures such as brand recall; and political
scientists wonder if negative advertisements depress
voter turnout.2 Nevertheless, conclusive evidence
on the efficacy of advertising is still quite elusive.
Many papers lack any source of exogenous variation,
and those studies with experimental variation have
trouble detecting robust effects.3

1 See AdWeek (2008).
2 For work analyzing whether advertising is informative or persua-
sive, see, for example, Nelson (1974), Ackerberg (2001), Narayanan
and Manchanda (2009), Clark et al. (2009), and Anand and Shachar
(2011). For persuasiveness in political contexts, see Huber and
Arceneaux (2007) and Lovett and Peress (2010). Draganska and
Klapper (2011) incorporate the effects of brand recall through
advertising on demand, and Kanetkar et al. (1992) and Mela
et al. (1997) measure the effects of advertising on price sensitiv-
ity. Shachar (2009) suggests that political advertising only affects
turnout. Ansolabehere et al. (1999), Wattenberg and Brians (1999),
and Freedman and Goldstein (1999) investigate the effects of neg-
ative advertisements on voter turnout; see Lau et al. (2007) for a
meta-analysis on negative advertising effects.
3 Lodish et al. (1995) conduct a meta-analysis of split-cable tele-
vision experiments and do not find conclusive positive effects of

We examine advertising effectiveness in presiden-
tial elections, potentially one of the most important
contexts in which to study advertising. Advertising
studies typically focus on brands seeking to influence
individual consumers. In contrast, an election aggre-
gates the decisions of many into a single outcome
with far-reaching consequences. The growing volume
of political advertising, and its possible effects on
voters’ choices, has contributed to a growing debate
about campaign fundraising and spending limits in
elections (Soberman and Sadoulet 2007, Centre for
Law and Democracy 2012, Economist 2012). Despite
these concerns, researchers still debate the evidence
on advertising effects in elections (see Goldstein and
Ridout 2004, Gordon et al. 2012 for reviews).

Two common challenges in estimating the effects
of advertising are econometric endogeneity and
disentangling the effects of past and present
advertising. First, as with most empirical questions,
a correlation between unobservables and advertising
creates an endogeneity problem in isolating causal
effect.4 Potential instruments are variables that enter

advertising. Eastlack and Rao (1989), reporting on the results of
field experiments in the 1970s by the Campbell Soup Company,
find advertising budget levels had little effect on sales of estab-
lished brands. In the context of Internet advertising, the experimen-
tal variation alone in Lewis and Reiley (2011) was unable to find
significant positive advertising effects.
4 Villas-Boas and Winer (1999) provide a detailed discussion of
endogeneity problems in discrete choice models commonly used in
marketing applications.
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the decision process of advertisers, but not that of
the targets to be influenced. Dubé and Manchanda
(2005) and Doganoglu and Klapper (2006) use the
current price of advertising, which is excluded from
demand just as marginal costs are excluded when
instrumenting for a product’s price. A problem with
contemporaneous advertising prices is that advertis-
ers may not be price takers; large advertisers could
influence the market-clearing price of advertising,
violating the exogeneity requirement for an instru-
ment. For example, Procter & Gamble’s multibillion-
dollar advertising budget gives the company lever-
age to negotiate favorable advertising rates (Guardian
2001). Similarly, reports in the popular press indicate
that candidates’ demand for political advertisements,
whether in presidential or midterm elections, causes
advertising rates to increase, with the effects being
more pronounced in competitive markets (Washing-
ton Times 2010, Cincinnati Enquirer 2004, San Francisco
Chronicle 2012). To address this issue, we take advan-
tage of the fact that no elections are held during odd
years, and we use the prior year’s advertising prices
as cost instruments that are free of political campaign
effects.

The second challenge is that advertising effects
are typically spread over long horizons and multiple
choice occasions. This fact may help explain why the
few studies that causally identify advertising effects
more often find positive effects for new products (e.g.,
Ackerberg 2001, Lodish et al. 1995). Much of this
literature, motivated in part by Nerlove and Arrow
(1962), incorporates latent advertising stock variables
that depreciate and are reinvested over long horizons
(Naik et al. 1998, Dubé et al. 2005, Rutz and Bucklin
2011). Fortunately, the political context concentrates
both the choices and the spending. Choices are fully
concentrated on Election Day. Spending in presiden-
tial general elections is concentrated in the short post-
primary period leading up to Election Day, thereby
creating a setting where advertising can reasonably be
aggregated into a single variable.5

Thus presidential elections provide a unique setting
that is well suited for identifying the causal effects
of advertising. We use advertising data from the
2000 and 2004 presidential elections to measure the
effect of advertising on county-level voting decisions
using an aggregate discrete choice model. The Elec-
toral College system distorts advertising incentives
across geographic areas so that advertising varies
from zero in some markets (e.g., New York and Texas)
to significant per-capita levels in battleground states
(e.g., Ohio and Florida), providing rich variation

5 We have done several robustness checks with respect to this aggre-
gation and do not find evidence that disaggregating the ads has
any impact on voters’ decisions.

for estimating advertising’s efficacy. To measure the
advertising effect as cleanly as possible, we include
an extensive set of fixed effects at the market-party
level. Focusing on within-market variation removes
the worry that unobservables in the candidate choice
equation might be cross-sectionally correlated with
the advertising price instrument. Such a correlation
could exist because major metropolitan areas have
higher advertising prices and tend to lean Democrat.
The fixed effects shift inference to how within-market
changes in advertising prices between two elections
indirectly affect within-market changes in advertis-
ing levels and vote shares. Furthermore, by pooling
candidate-share observations across counties and in
two elections, we observe 9,576 advertising exposures
and resulting vote shares.

The estimates show a robust positive advertising
effect across a number of specifications, including
numerous exogenous control variables and their inter-
actions with political party dummies. Advertising
elasticities are approximately 0.03, which is smaller
than estimates typically found in consumer packaged
goods and lower than roughly comparable estimates
in Huber and Arceneaux (2007).

To provide a better metric for the role and impor-
tance of advertising on state-level outcomes, we
consider two counterfactuals that eliminate all adver-
tising. One allows turnout and candidate shares to
freely adjust with zero advertising, and the second
fixes turnout at observed levels to isolate the per-
suasive effects of advertising implied by our esti-
mates. In the first zero-advertising counterfactual, we
find that three states switched sides in 2000 (two to
Gore and one to Bush) and one switched in 2004 (to
Bush). The shift in 2000 would have been sufficient for
Gore to overtake Bush in electoral votes. The coun-
terfactual that holds turnout fixed produces a simi-
lar outcome but without Bush gaining any states in
2000. We note that these results should not be inter-
preted as strict predictions, because the counterfactu-
als require all other factors to be held fixed. The goal
of this exercise is merely to highlight that advertis-
ing’s causal effects are great enough to shift the elec-
tion outcome and that they can be asymmetric across
candidates.

Our paper contributes in two ways to the litera-
ture on measuring the effects of political advertising.
First, and most critically, our particular identification
strategy allows us to address the endogeneity of
advertising. Political scientists have long recognized
the endogeneity of a candidate’s choice variables
(Green and Krasno 1988, Gerber 1998). In part
because of the difficulty of identifying reasonable
instruments, recent work employs field or natural
experiments to estimate advertising’s causal effect
(Gerber et al. 2011). Second, our model combines a
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voter’s decision to turn out to vote and the decision
regarding the candidate for whom to vote, whereas
most prior work considers these decisions separately
(Ashworth and Clinton 2006, Huber and Arceneaux
2007). Shachar (2009) also analyzes the effects of can-
didates’ marketing-mix variables but restricts adver-
tising to affect turnout and does not account for
unobservable shocks.

Perhaps the two papers closest to ours are Che
et al. (2007) and Rekkas (2007). The former esti-
mates an individual-level nested logit model using
a combination of voter surveys and the number of
ads run in each market. Rekkas (2007) studies the
effects of overall campaign spending on parliamen-
tary elections in Canada using a model by Berry et al.
(1995, hereafter BLP). Both papers consider only a
single election year, such that identifying advertis-
ing’s effects rests on cross-market variation that might
be confounded with market-party unobservables. Our
within-market identification strategy alleviates such a
concern about our analysis.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows. The next section describes the advertising and
election outcome data. Section 3 describes the aggre-
gate discrete choice demand model and our iden-
tification strategy. Section 4 presents the estimates,
elasticities, and the zero-advertising analysis. Sec-
tion 5 concludes.

2. Data
This section details our data sources and approach
to constructing our instruments. The data vary in the
geographic unit at which they are measured. Electoral
votes are measured at the state level, but candidates
set advertising quantities at the media-market level,
which can span multiple states. We measure voting
outcomes at the county level, which, in all but a few
cases, only include one media market.6

2.1. Advertising
The advertising data come from the Campaign Media
Analysis Group (CMAG) for the 2000 and 2004
presidential elections, made available through the
University of Wisconsin Advertising Project. CMAG
monitors political advertising activity on all national
television and cable networks and assigns each adver-
tisement to support the proper candidate. The data
provide a complete record of every advertisement
broadcast in each of the country’s top designated mar-
ket areas (DMAs), representing 78% of the country’s
population. Television ads are the largest component

6 Of the 1,596 counties in our data, only five belong to multiple
designated marketing areas. We use zip code-level population data
to weight the advertising proportionally according to the share of
the population in a given DMA.

of media spending for political campaigns according
to AdWeek (2010). See Freedman and Goldstein (1999)
for more details on the creation of the CMAG data set.

The data contain a large number of individual pres-
idential ads: 247,643 for the 75 largest DMAs in 2000
and 807,296 for the 100 largest DMAs in 2004. Because
our identification strategy focuses on cross-election
changes in outcomes, we restrict all subsequent anal-
ysis to the 75 largest DMAs. For each ad, we observe
all the dates and times at which it aired, the length
in seconds, the candidate supported (e.g., Democrat,
Republican, Independent), and the sponsoring group
(e.g., the candidate, the national party, independent
groups, or “hybrid/coordinated”).7 We include all ads
regardless of the sponsoring group and only those
ads for which we can identify the target candidate.
We further concentrate on those ads airing after Labor
Day, which marks the beginning of earnest competi-
tion in the general election. The data show that total
spent on television advertising by all presidential can-
didates was $168 million in 2000 and $564 million
in 2004.

Our key advertising variable is expressed in gross
rating points (GRPs), because it measures the number
of exposures per capita. One alternative measure is
the number (or total length) of ads aired in a market.
However, the number of ads is an inaccurate measure
of quantity because it treats one ad seen by many peo-
ple and another ad seen by a few people as the same.
GRPs capture the actual “quantity” of advertising rel-
evant for estimating effectiveness because it accounts
for variation in exposure rates.

Although we do not directly observe GRPs in our
data, we reconstruct the GRPs based on an advertise-
ment’s cost and the price per GRP, which is commonly
referred to as the cost per point (CPP). The CMAG
data include an advertisement’s estimated cost. We
obtain quarterly forecasts of CPP by market, popula-
tion subcategory, and time slot (daypart) from SQAD,
a market research firm that specializes in estimating
media costs. We use CPPs from the third quarter to
align with the timing of ad purchases in our data, and
we focus on the 18-and-over population demographic
to align with voting age. We then match each adver-
tisement with the corresponding CPP according to the
market, population subcategory, and daypart. Aggre-
gating over the ads a and dayparts d, we obtain the
total GRPs at the election-market-party level:

GRPtmj =
∑

d

∑

a Expendituretmjda

CPPtmd
1

7 Among other entities, the independent sponsor groups include
the 527 organizations that attracted significant attention during
the 2004 election cycle (e.g., American Solutions for Winning the
Future, EMILY’s List, Swift Boat Veterans for Truth).
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where t is the election year, m the media market, and j
the party. The equation above first calculates the GRP
estimate within each daypart by dividing expendi-
tures by CPP and then aggregates over dayparts to get
the aggregate GRPs for a candidate in a given market
and election year. We use this measure of GRPs (in
thousands) as the advertising variable in the analysis.

Our GRP estimate contains two potential sources of
measurement error. First, the actual price a candidate
paid could differ from our CPP data as a result of
quantity discounts for purchases of large advertising
blocks or unobserved variation in advertising prices
within the quarter. This concern may not be an issue,
because CMAG reconstructs its advertising cost esti-
mates from actual GRPs and CMAG’s own estimates
of the CPP, so the costs we observe do not include
such candidate-specific CPPs. Second, the CPP we
observe is a forecast made by SQAD. Although the
true CPP probably differs from our data, this particu-
lar measurement error is purely random and will be
absorbed into the unobservable shocks we include in
the model. Measurement error may cause an attenu-
ation bias, but the instrumental variables we describe
remove such biases because inference is focused on
the variation in our GRP measure that is attributable
to variation in the instruments.8

Table 1 displays summary statistics for the major
party candidates’ advertising in 2000 and 2004. Two
important points are worth noting. First, we observe
significant variation in advertising across markets

8 Our specification treats advertising GRPs across dayparts as per-
fectly substitutable. Some dayparts may be more relevant for
certain candidates because of variation in a daypart’s audience
demographics and the audience’s likely political preferences. This
assumption raises two potential concerns: First, such variation
could be interpreted as either heterogeneity across candidates in
the effectiveness of advertising or as candidate-specific measure-
ment error in the relevant GRPs for a fixed advertising coefficient.
Daypart distinctions in the GRP definition would imply that day-
part distinctions in our instruments (defined in §2.2) are also rel-
evant. This possibility could prevent the instruments from remov-
ing such a source of measurement error. Second, variation in CPPs
across programs and dayparts may be systematically related to
voters’ preferences. CPPs vary across programs because the attrac-
tiveness of an audience to advertisers varies across programs. Two
shows with identically sized audiences may have different CPPs
because of variation in the characteristics of those audiences. For
example, the CPP of one show may be higher if its audience has
higher consumer spending levels and is more likely to purchase the
advertiser’s product. In a sense, audience members of this show
“count more” to advertisers than audience members of a less attrac-
tive show. Voters, however, whether high- or low-spending ones,
all count the same when it comes to obtaining a vote. Audiences of
different TV programs likely differ in their responsiveness to polit-
ical advertising, but the critical question is whether the propensity
to respond to a political advertisement is also correlated with how
attractive these individuals are as potential customers for an adver-
tiser. Although we have no reason to believe such a systematic
correlation exists, our data are not sufficiently rich to allow us to
address this point.

Table 1 Market-Level Advertising by Candidate and Election Year

No. of obs. Mean Std. dev. Min Max

2000 election
GRPs Bush 75 5082 5060 0 15089
GRPs Gore 75 4078 5068 0 17094
GRPs other 75 0008 0012 0 0042
Expenditures Bush ($) 75 879084 11218073 0 61185045
Expenditures Gore ($) 75 681053 11072094 0 51941061
Expenditures other ($) 75 20001 44068 0 322088

2004 election
GRPs Bush 75 7081 10044 0 35098
GRPs Kerry 75 9073 12081 0 46022
GRPs other 75 00003 00003 0 00012
Expenditures Bush ($) 75 11123076 11863043 0 81386041
Expenditures Kerry ($) 75 11349032 21207018 0 91856052
Expenditures other ($) 75 1029 2027 0 14017

Note. All units are reported in thousands.

within a given election. The support of the advertis-
ing distribution ranges from zero to about six million
dollars in 2000 and from zero to about nine million
dollars in 2004. The Republicans chose not to adver-
tise in 20 markets in 2000 and 32 markets in 2004.
For Democrats, the numbers are 28 in 2000 and 25
in 2004.9

Second, given that our estimation strategy focuses
on within-DMA variation, we are fortunate to observe
rich variation in total advertising expenditures and
GRPs between 2000 and 2004. Table 1 shows that both
total ad quantities and total ad expenditures signifi-
cantly increased from 2000 to 2004, consistent with the
growing importance of advertising in political elec-
tions. Dividing the total expenditures by the GRPs,
the average price for Republicans dropped from $151
to $144 per point in 2004 and for Democrats from
$143 to $139. However, the advertising prices for
the most common daypart (early news) increased by
about 5%. Figure 1 plots the change in GRPs from
2000 to 2004 for the Republican and Democratic can-
didates. As expected, the changes in GRPs across
candidates are highly correlated, indicating that the
candidates tended to increase and decrease spending
in the same DMAs. The figure also exhibits significant
variation both between elections and across DMAs.

2.2. Instruments
A central issue in our empirical application is the
endogeneity of candidate advertising. We naturally

9 The structure of the Electoral College creates particular incentives
that drive much of the observed pattern of advertising. In partic-
ular, so-called battleground states receive a disproportionate share
of a candidate’s advertising as a result of the expected narrow mar-
gin of victory. Conversely, non-battleground states, where a given
party expects to win by a handsome margin, receive little to no
advertising from either candidate because any such intervention
would not be expected to alter the outcome of the state’s election.
Candidates’ advertising allocation decisions are explored in detail
in Gordon and Hartmann (2012).
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Figure 1 Within-DMA Changes in GRPs: 2000 to 2004
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expect the advertising variation depicted in Figure 1
to reflect some knowledge that the candidates observe
but that we do not. In standard differentiated product
choice contexts (e.g., BLP), ignoring price endogene-
ity leads to an underestimation of price sensitivity,
because the unobservables are positively correlated
with prices. However, in the context of political can-
didate choice, the direction of the bias is ambiguous.
Candidates are both unlikely to advertise in markets
where they have little chance of winning and unlikely
to advertise in markets where they strongly expect to
win. Therefore, whether unobserved demand shocks
are substantially higher or lower in the presence of
more advertising is unclear, making assigning the
direction of the endogeneity bias difficult.

We consider a candidate’s decision process to find
suitable instruments. Although we do not model
the candidates’ decisions here, one obvious variable
that affects advertising allocations but is unlikely to
affect voters’ preferences is the price of advertising.
Two potential concerns arise from such an instru-
ment choice. First, candidates might purchase enough
advertising in a market to affect the equilibrium price
of advertising in that market, such that they would no
longer act as price takers. This issue would invalidate
the instrument, because the price would not be exoge-
nous to candidates’ advertising decisions. To avoid
this concern, we use the prior year’s advertising price

(1999 for 2000 and 2003 for 2004) when market adver-
tising prices were free of political factors.

Second, measurement errors in the lagged CPP esti-
mates arising from SQAD’s methodology could be
systematically related to current CPP estimates. We
do not expect such a bias to exist, because SQAD
updates its advertising price predictions each quar-
ter to account for realized prices in the past quar-
ters. If the measurement errors were correlated, SQAD
would be making a systematic mistake in the same
direction, which seems unlikely, given the nature of
the firm’s business.

To convert the instrument to a per-capita basis, we
use the cost-per-thousand impressions (CPM) instead
of per point. Our motivation for using CPM is sim-
ilar to our decision to use GRPs as our endogenous
advertising variable: CPMs more accurately account
for exposures per capita. As with the CPP, the CPM
in a market varies over the dayparts because the cost
of reaching a thousand viewers varies over the day.
We use the CPM in each of the eight dayparts as our
primary lagged advertising price instrument.10

10 CPM and CPP are directly related through the population: CPP =

4Population × CPM5/100, where Population is in thousands. When
analyzing data on a per-capita basis (e.g., market shares), CPM is
relevant because it reflects the cost to reach one person in the rel-
evant population. We therefore use CPM when instrumenting for
ad exposures, whereas the CPP is relevant for calculating GRPs
because it is defined as GRP = (Ad Expenditures)/CPP.
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We observe significant variation across candidates
in when they choose to advertise during the day and
in the price of advertising across elections. Figures 2
and 3 show how each candidate spread his GRPs
across dayparts in 10 DMAs in 2000. The early news
and daytime slots are the most common across DMAs,
yet Gore, for instance, bought fewer GRPs in Kansas
City during the early news than in prime access or
late fringe. Although 30% of Bush’s GRPs in Spokane
were in early news, less than 15% in Milwaukee were
in early news. Given this mix, each daypart CPM is
potentially relevant for advertising decisions, and the
importance of each daypart CPM varies across DMAs.

Table 2 provides summary statistics of the change
in the CPM between 1999 and 2003 in each daypart
and demonstrates substantial variation in the day-
part CPMs over time. Most CPMs increased over
this period, with only a few markets experienc-
ing declines. Daypart CPMs are correlated—though
not perfectly—with one another. For example, the
smallest correlation of 0.55 is between daytime and
prime time, whereas the largest is 0.93 between late
fringe and prime time. Figure 4 illustrates how the
early news CPM varied within DMAs between 1999
and 2003.

Considering why advertising prices varied within
markets over time is important to ensure that this
variation is not correlated with preferences for politi-
cal candidates. One source of within-market variation
in ad prices is local demand shocks for major adver-
tisers, which we expect (and must assume) are uncor-
related with changes in voter preferences. Another
could be changes in local economic conditions or
demographics, both of which could relate to changes
in political preferences. We therefore detail in §2.4 a
set of economic and demographic variables that we
include in the analysis to address this concern.

Given the motivation for our particular instrumen-
tal variables, we now compare our approach to the
extant literature. Work in political science uses both
instrumental variables and field/natural experiments
to deal with the endogeneity of candidate choice vari-
ables. First, instrumental variable techniques gained
early traction in work that measures the effects of
aggregate candidate campaign spending on voting
outcomes (Jacobson 1978). These studies typically
examine congressional races to take advantage of
more independent observations, although campaign
spending levels are much lower than in presiden-
tial campaigns. Green and Krasno (1988) use lagged
incumbent spending in Senate elections to instru-
ment for current incumbent spending, and they must
assume challenger spending is exogenous. Recogniz-
ing this issue, Gerber (1998) uses a combination of
instruments, including a measure of the challenger’s
personal wealth and the state’s voting age population.

A wealthier candidate should be able to spend more
on advertising, although a concern might be that can-
didate wealth is not excluded from voters’ decisions
if it signals a candidate’s quality. A large population
provides the candidate with more citizens from whom
to raise funds. Yet more voters need to be reached
in more populous places, so such an argument may
only apply to advertising under large fixed costs, as
opposed to affecting advertising levels at the margin.
This argument also does not transfer to a presi-
dential election setting because funds can be raised
nationwide. Ansolabehere et al. (1999) consider the
effects of negative ads on voter turnout using GRPs
as instruments, but the GRPs are a choice variable
the candidate potentially determines in response to
an econometric unobservable in the choice equation.
Levitt (1994) addresses candidate unobservables by
examining congressional races in which two oppos-
ing candidates face each other in multiple elections.
Differencing eliminates any fixed candidate or local
influences, and the results suggest congressional cam-
paign spending has little effect on voting outcomes.

A second approach is to exploit natural experi-
ments or to conduct field experiments to generate
exogenous variation. Huber and Arceneaux (2007)
take advantage of the fact that some media markets
overlap battleground and non-battleground states,
exposing voters in the latter to higher advertis-
ing levels than the candidate intended. The authors
link advertising levels to data from the National
Annenberg Election Surveys (NAES) on an individ-
ual’s campaign interests and voting intentions, and
they find evidence that advertising influences voters’
candidate choices but not whether to turn out to vote.
Gerber et al. (2011) use a field experiment in the 2006
gubernatorial election in Texas to examine the effect
of advertising on voters’ stated attitudes and inten-
tions (collected via telephone surveys), and they find
televised ads have strong but short-lived effects on
voting preferences.

2.3. Votes
The county-level vote data are available from http://
www.polidata.org. For each of the 1,596 counties, we
observe the number of votes cast for all possible can-
didates and the size of the voting age population
(VAP). The VAP estimates serve as our market size
parameters and allow us to calculate a measure of
voter turnout at the county level. The voting-eligible
population (VEP), a more accurate measure for calcu-
lating turnout that removes non citizens and crimi-
nals, is only available at the state level.11

11 See the Web page maintained by Michael McDonald at http://
elections.gmu.edu/voter_turnout.htm (accessed October 19, 2012)
for more information on measures of voter turnout.
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Figure 2 Daypart Mix for Democrats in 2000: GRPs in 10 DMAs
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Figure 3 Daypart Mix for Republicans in 2000: GRPs in 10 DMAs
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Table 2 Summary Statistics of the Change in the Lag CPMs from
1999 to 2003

Daypart No. of obs. Mean change Std. dev. Min Max

Early morning 75 1021 1030 −1024 4085
Daytime 75 0002 0088 −2005 2038
Early fringe 75 0065 1018 −1098 2074
Early news 75 1050 1056 −2026 5040
Prime access 75 3010 1088 −1011 10006
Prime time 75 3082 2080 −2048 11075
Late news 75 3072 2007 −1075 9006
Late fringe 75 1004 1098 −3047 6021

Table 3 summarizes the total votes and vote shares
of each candidate by county and election year. The
Democrats had a higher number of average votes
per county in both years than did Republicans. How-
ever, the Republicans had higher average shares per
county. Together, these voting outcomes reveal that
Democrats tend to do better in larger counties. By
focusing on counties within the top 75 DMAs, our
data omit a greater number of Republican votes.
Whether excluding such Republican-leaning coun-
ties would bias our parameter estimates is unclear.
In computing our counterfactual in which we set
advertising to zero, we include the voting outcomes
in counties outside the top 75 DMAs and hold their
levels fixed.

For estimation, we group all candidates outside
of the two major parties into a single third-party
candidate option, summing the votes and GRPs
across these candidates. Estimating the model with-
out aggregating the smaller candidates into a single
option is possible. However, the majority of vot-
ers were probably unaware of many of these can-
didates.12 With the exception of Ralph Nader in the
2000 election, the other nonmajor party candidates’
vote shares were very small (below 0.5%), and many
spent little on advertising. Thus we prefer to aggre-
gate them so we can focus on measuring the effective-
ness of advertising for the Republican, Democrat, and
collective third-party candidates.

2.4. Additional Control Variables
By focusing on within-market variation, fixed effects
absorb the systematic variation across geographies, so
that we can estimate the advertising effect as cleanly

12 The only third-party candidate to run in both elections who
had any significant public visibility was Ralph Nader, who ran on
the Green Party ticket in 2000 and as an independent in 2004. In
2000, Nader received 2.74% of the popular vote, but only 0.38%
in 2004, and he did not win any electoral votes either time. In
2000, some of the other candidates included Harry Browne (Lib-
ertarian Party), Howard Phillips (Constitution Party), and John
Hagelin (Natural Law Party). In 2004, the other candidates were
Michael Badnarik (Libertarian Party), Michael Peroutka (Constitu-
tion Party), and David Cobb (Green Party).

Figure 4 Early News CPM by DMA: 1999 vs. 2003
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as possible. Nevertheless, accounting for some within-
market changes is useful. We include four categories
of variables that absorb some of the remaining within-
market variation: (1) variables that measure local
political preferences (market-level party affiliation),
(2) variables that affect voter turnout but not candi-
date choice (the occurrence of a Senate election and
local weather conditions), (3) demographic and eco-
nomic variables (population age demographics, local
unemployment and wages), and (4) candidate-specific
local variables (distance to the candidate’s home state,
whether there was a same-party incumbent governor,
and several candidate–intercept interactions). Sum-
mary statistics for all these variables can be found
in Table 4.

A county’s average political preferences may shift
to the left or right depending on their similarity to
those of the incumbent party or the local political cli-
mate. We use the NAES to include a measure of the
percentage of voters in a media market who iden-
tify with a political party. In each year, we merged
the six national cross-sectional surveys into a sin-
gle data set, resulting in 58,373 observations for 2000
and 81,422 observations for 2004. Between 2000 and

Table 3 Summary Statistics of County-Level Voting by Candidate and
Election Year

No. of obs. Mean Std. dev. Min Max

2000 election
Votes Bush 1,596 23,569 51,889 210 871,930
Votes Gore 1,596 25,520 78,142 77 1,710,505
Share Bush 1,596 00297 00086 00039 00630
Share Gore 1,596 00214 00064 00056 00472

2004 election
Votes Bush 1,596 29,168 63,315 216 1,076,225
Votes Kerry 1,596 29,698 89,285 95 1,907,736
Share Bush 1,596 00341 00089 00047 00666
Share Kerry 1,596 00229 00081 00057 00569
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Table 4 Summary Statistics for Control Variables

Obs. Mean Std. dev. Min Max

2000 election
Senate election 11596 00666 00472 00000 10000
Rain (inches) 11596 00198 00262 00000 10633
Snow (inches) 11596 00080 00398 00000 60108
%25 ≤ Age < 44 11596 00378 00050 00156 00581
%45 ≤ Age < 64 11596 00316 00032 00160 00509
%65 ≤ Age 11596 00190 00052 00040 00408
%Unemployment 11596 40091 10559 10300 150600
Average salary 11596 240962 60644 110546 760820
%Identified Republican 75 00290 00056 00133 00415
%Identified Democrat 75 00302 00053 00178 00445
Gub. Incumb. Same

Republican 11596 00617 00486 00000 10000
Democrat 11596 00342 00475 00000 10000

Distance
Republican 11596 90484 40104 00000 180060
Democrat 11596 60173 40586 00000 190940

2004 election
Senate election 11596 00679 00467 00000 10000
Rain (inches) 11596 00279 00507 00000 30919
Snow (inches) 11596 00020 00116 00000 10388
%25 ≤ Age < 44 11596 00342 00053 00145 00559
%45 ≤ Age < 64 11596 00334 00032 00172 00551
%65 ≤ Age 11596 00186 00049 00044 00391
%Unemployment 11596 50622 10664 20400 160100
Average salary 11596 270885 60947 120063 800013
%Identified Republican 75 00314 00065 00141 00456
%Identified Democrat 75 00315 00053 00176 00438
Gub. Incumb. Same

Republican 11596 00468 00499 00000 10000
Democrat 11596 00532 00499 00000 10000

Distance
Republican 11596 90484 40104 00000 180060
Democrat 11596 100836 60263 00000 260310

Note. Average salary is in thousands of dollars, and distance is in hundreds
of miles.

2004, the percentage of Republicans increased about
2.4 percentage points and the percentage of registered
Democrats increased 1.3 points on average across all
DMAs. Republican shares varied between 10 posi-
tive and negative percentage points at the extremes.
Democratic shares of registered voters dropped by at
most 5.5 percentage points in a DMA, whereas the
greatest increase was 7 points.

The party affiliation variables above are designed
to capture variation in preferences across parties,
and hence candidates, within a market. We also
want to include variables that primarily affect a
voter’s decision to turn out for the election. First, we
include separate variables to indicate whether a Sen-
ate election occurred in the same year.13 Although
presidential elections are much more likely to drive

13 We cannot include an indicator for gubernatorial elections be-
cause they occur every four years. Because the same set of states
held gubernatorial elections in 2000 and 2004, these indicators
would largely be absorbed into the DMA–party fixed effects.

turnout, a hotly contested Senate seat could gener-
ate some spillover effects. Second, we include county-
level estimates of rainfall and snowfall on Election
Day from the National Climatic Data Center’s “Sum-
mary of the Day” database (obtained through Earth-
Info). Gomez et al. (2007) show that weather can affect
voter turnout in presidential elections.

We include demographic and economic variables
that exhibit variation between the two elections. We
use Census data on the percentage of the county’s
population between the ages of 25 and 44, 45 and 64,
and older than 65. Because of the lingering effects of
the baby boom and migration patterns, these percent-
ages change even within the four-year time span we
consider. To capture variation in the local economic
conditions, we obtain percentage unemployment data
at the county level from the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics. To account for variation in economic conditions
among employed persons not controlled for by unem-
ployment, we calculated the average salary using the
total annual wages paid by firms, divided by the total
number of employees in a county as reported in the
County Business Patterns.

Finally, we include some variables that differ across
candidates within the local markets in which we con-
duct our analysis. We create an indicator for whether
the candidate has a same-party incumbent governor
in the state, the distance (in miles) between a given
DMA and the candidate’s home state, and interactions
between the major party candidate intercepts and the
demographic and economic variables. These interac-
tions, in particular, allow for changes in these local
conditions to exert asymmetric effects on voters’ pref-
erences for a given candidate.

3. Modeling Voter Preferences
We specify a static aggregate discrete choice model of
demand for political candidates. The model reflects
voter utility for the candidate and is relatively agnos-
tic about the precise mechanism through which
advertising affects candidate choice. In this sense, the
model is not a fully structural representation of the
decision to vote. We do not specify a functional form
to distinguish between informative or prestige effects
of advertising, and we do not distinguish between
positive or negative ads.14 We also abstract from
several aspects of voter choice found in more formal
models of political economy, such that voters do not
act strategically based on their expectations of being
the pivotal voter to decide the election outcome.15

14 Advertising negativity, for instance, is likely driven entirely by
voters’ preferences, making it particularly challenging to identify a
valid instrument for inference.
15 The lack of strategic voting is consistent with Feddersen and
Pesendorfer (1996); however, Coate et al. (2008) show that voters’
expectations of being pivotal can play a role in small elections.
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Finally, we aggregate advertising across time dur-
ing the election for two reasons. First, aggregating
advertising provides a more easily defined variable
of interest than a specification that indexes advertis-
ing by time. Second, and more importantly, instru-
ments are not available at a higher frequency (e.g.,
weekly) to exogenously shift candidates’ preferences
for advertising, preventing us from properly estimat-
ing such a model. Thus, we are unable to estimate a
dynamic advertising model in this context and can-
not rule out the possibility that dynamic advertising
effects may exist.16

3.1. Voter Utility
A voter’s utility for candidate j in election t is

uitcj = �tj +ÁAtmj +�′Xtc +�mj + �tcj + �itcj1 (1)

where �tj is the taste for a candidate from party j in
election t, Atmj is advertising by the candidate, � cap-
tures the marginal utility of advertising, �mj represents
market–party fixed effects that fit the mean utility for
a party in a market, and �itcj captures idiosyncratic
variation in utility across voters, candidates, and
periods; �tcj is a time–county–party demand shock
that is perfectly observable to voters when casting
their votes but is unobservable to the researcher.
Candidates have beliefs about the demand shocks �tcj
that induce endogeneity in candidates’ advertising
strategies. Because advertising effects likely exhibit
diminishing marginal returns, we operationalize the
advertising variable using Atmj = log41 + GRPtmj5. If
a voter does not turn out for the election, he or she
selects the outside good and receives a (normalized)
utility of uitc0 = �itc0.

Xtc is a vector of observables containing the vari-
ables described in §2.4. We do not index this by j
because only a subset of these variables is specific
to the party in a county/market and election. These
variables affect a voter’s decision to turn out for the
election (e.g., county-level Senate election dummies,
county-level rain and snow) or a voter’s decision
to vote for a particular candidate (e.g., market-level
interactions between candidate intercepts and party
identification variables).

16 Our model implicitly assumes that advertising is perfectly sub-
stitutable across weeks of the election such that all advertising can
be aggregated over time. Although we lack weekly advertising
prices to properly test this restriction, we estimated a number of
robustness checks and descriptive regressions that allowed individ-
ual weeks or groups of weeks to separately influence votes. We
are unable to find any significant explanatory power attributable to
including disaggregated advertising across weeks during the elec-
tion. The results are available from the authors upon request.

Assuming the 8�itcj9j are independent and identi-
cally distributed Type I extreme value, we can inte-
grate over these idiosyncratic shocks to obtain vote
shares:

stcj4Atm1Xtc1�tc3�5

=
exp8�tj +�Atmj +�′Xtc+�mj +�tcj9

1+
∑

k∈8110001J 9exp8�tk+�Atmk+�′Xtc+�mk+�tck9
0 (2)

This model is an aggregate market share model
with homogeneous preferences, equivalent to the logit
specification in Berry (1994). As a robustness check,
we considered a more flexible model with unob-
served heterogeneity in the candidate intercepts �tj

and advertising coefficient �. We were unable to find
evidence of unobserved heterogeneity in any version
of the model that included the market–party fixed
effects. Section 4 documents that the market–party
fixed effects are critical to resolve the endogeneity
concerns, and so we retain the model with homoge-
neous preferences.

We consider a second robustness check that relaxes
the inference of cross-advertising elasticities arising
from the homogeneous logit. This specification allows
the advertising of the Republican and Democratic
candidates to separately enter voter utility for each
candidate choice. Thus, � = 6�own1�opp7 becomes a
vector with own and opponent advertising effects.
Although this specification abstracts from common
structural elements, it has the benefit of allowing us to
infer cross elasticities directly, as opposed to through
the unobserved heterogeneity of BLP.

3.2. Estimation and Identification
We use two-stage least squares (2SLS) to estimate our
model specifications.17 Identification of the param-
eters follows from standard arguments when esti-
mating demand using aggregate market share data.
We observe variation in vote shares, advertising lev-
els, demand-side covariates, and instruments across
time and many markets. The specification in Equation
(1) involves a single endogenous variable (advertis-
ing), and the exclusion of the price of advertising from
utility forms the basis for lagged advertising prices to
serve as the excluded exogenous variable. There are
three distinct factors to discuss about our identifica-
tion strategy.

First, whereas most aggregate demand models
use cross-market variation for identification, we use
market–party fixed effects to absorb cross-sectional
additive unobservables that could be correlated with
both candidate shares and instruments. These fixed

17 To estimate a BLP version of the model as a robustness check,
we use the approach in Dubé et al. (2012) and direct the interested
reader to that paper for more details.
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effects narrow the identification to explaining within-
market variation in a party’s performance based on
within-market variation in explanatory variables and
instruments. We do not account for market-specific
unobservables in the slope coefficient on advertising.
Such unobservables could arise, for instance, from
cross-market variation in the fraction of swing vot-
ers if swing voters differ in their advertising sensi-
tivity compared with non-swing voters. Wooldridge
(1997) shows 2SLS yields consistent estimates of the
coefficient on the endogenous variable despite the
presence of such unobservables.18 The intercepts may,
however, be biased, suggesting caution in interpret-
ing any results that rely on the intercepts when such
unobservables are likely present. We note our elastic-
ity estimates remain consistent, because their calcula-
tion only relies on the advertising coefficient, observed
advertising levels, and vote shares, but the zero adver-
tising counterfactuals could potentially be biased.

Second, temporal variation in unobservable factors,
not captured by our fixed effects �mj , could influence
instruments and voting outcomes. Although part of
this unobservable variation is captured in the tempo-
ral variation in the advertising prices, some remain-
ing variation could be a result of unobserved changes
in demographics or economic conditions. Changes
in local conditions might also affect voter prefer-
ences. We attempt to address these unobservables
through the observed temporal variation in Xtc, our
demographic and economic variables, and we use
interactions between Xtc and candidate intercepts to
allow changes in these local conditions to affect voter
choice. However, some unobserved temporal varia-
tion within a market could still induce correlation
between the instruments and voting outcomes.

Third, we use the one-year lagged advertising
prices described in §2.2. A single instrument is suf-
ficient to identify the model that excludes oppo-
nent advertising from voter utility in Equation (1),
because the second stage in 2SLS is essentially a seem-
ingly unrelated regression across candidates with
own-candidate advertising as the sole endogenous
variable.

The alternative specification with the opponent’s
advertising introduces an additional endogenous
variable. This extra endogenous variable requires
another instrument that varies over candidates. We
obtain additional instruments by interacting the
excluded advertising prices with the candidate dum-
mies and covariates Xtc, which includes variables
that are either common or specific to the candidate.
These interactions must be excluded from voter utility

18 Several papers in marketing consider approaches for dealing
with this “slope endogeneity,” such as Manchanda et al. (2004) and
Luan and Sudhir (2010).

because advertising prices themselves are excluded.
Such interactions may theoretically arise from non-
linearities in a supply-side model in which can-
didates set advertising levels across markets (see
Gordon and Hartmann 2012). Because these nonlin-
earities between advertising choices and covariates
exist under numerous functional form assumptions,
identification here is fairly general. Moreover, the
interactions are testable in a first-stage estimation,
and even though a nonlinearity motivates the interac-
tions, a nonlinearity is not required to be imposed in
estimation.

For all specifications only with own-candidate ad-
vertising, we form instruments using interactions
between the lagged advertising prices (for each
daypart) and party/year dummies. We only include
the party and covariate interactions when estimating
the model with the opponent’s advertising, because
2SLS is known to exhibit finite sample bias in the
presence of too many redundant instruments (Hansen
et al. 2008). We report tests for overidentification and
weak instruments below.

4. Results
This section begins by presenting parameter estimates
from a variety of specifications. Then we report adver-
tising elasticities and the predicted election outcomes
from two counterfactuals in which we set all adver-
tising to zero.

4.1. Parameter Estimates
Table 5 contains the estimates from eight specifica-
tions. We cluster standard errors at the DMA–party
level to account for the fact that advertising and
lagged price instruments are constant across counties
within a DMA. The first two specifications include
party and party–year fixed effects, and the remain-
ing specifications add DMA–party fixed effects. For
columns (1)–(7), the instruments are the lagged adver-
tising prices and interactions between them and elec-
tion and political party dummies. In column (8), we
include interactions between the lagged advertising
price variables and the demographic and economic
variables, as discussed in §3.2.19 To test whether our
instruments are sufficiently strong, we also report
the first-stage F -statistic of excluded regressors and
Hansen’s J -statistic of overidentifying restrictions.

We begin with an ordinary least squares (OLS)
regression in column (1), in which the dependent vari-
able is the difference in the log shares of a candidate
and the outside no-vote option. The advertising coef-
ficient is 0.111 and significant at the 1% level, although

19 We compared the F -statistics reported in Table 4 to the critical
values derived by Stock and Yogo (2005), which are calculated in
Stata, and conclude that weak instruments are not a problem.
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Table 5 Parameter Estimates

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS 2SLS 2SLS 2SLS 2SLS

Candidate’s ads 00111∗∗∗ 00150∗∗∗ 00052∗∗∗ 00060∗∗∗ 00070∗∗ 00048∗ 00069∗∗∗ 00064∗

4000205 4000505 4000115 4000135 4000305 4000285 4000245 4000355
Opponent’s ads 00017

4000385
Senate election −00032 −00040 −00041 −00042

4000455 4000445 4000445 4000455
Gub. Incumb. Same −00002 −00005 00001 −00002

4000145 4000165 4000155 4000175
Distance ∗ 100 00002 00002 00003 00003

4000045 4000045 4000045 4000035
Rain (2000) −00072 −00062 −00071 −00073

4000835 4000835 4000885 4000895
Rain (2004) 00070 00082 00078 00083

4000795 4000815 4000835 4000875
Snow (2000) −00053∗∗ −00036∗ −00028 −00026

4000215 4000215 4000215 4000225
Snow (2004) −00395∗∗ −00323∗∗∗ −00316∗∗∗ −00328∗∗∗

4001355 4001215 4001065 4001035
%25 ≤ Age < 44 −10709∗∗∗ −30084∗∗∗ −30089∗∗∗

4002715 4006345 4006335
%45 ≤ Age < 64 50445∗∗∗ 50471∗∗∗ 50471∗∗∗

4005885 4101535 4101515
%65 ≤ Age −00483 −10211 −10211

4005225 4101915 4101895
%Unemployment −00066∗∗∗ −00108∗∗∗ −00109∗∗∗

4000085 4000175 4000175
Average salary 00009∗∗∗ 00010∗∗∗ 00010∗∗∗

4000025 4000035 4000035
Fixed effects

Party Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Year–party Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
DMA–party Y Y Y Y Y Y

Interactions
Party–PartyID Y Y
Year/candidate X Y Y

No. of observations 9,576 9,576 9,576 9,576 9,576 9,576 9,576 9,576
First-stage excluded F — 2003 — 9300 9508 9502 9106 5503
Hansen’s J — 5804a — 5109 5904 5303 5208 9706b

p-value — 0012 — 0029 0011 0024 0026 0038

Notes. Robust standard errors clustered by DMA–party are in parentheses. Gub. Incumb. Same indicates whether the incumbent governor and the candidate
are in the same party, and Distance is in miles. Interactions: Party–PartyID is a set of six interactions between the Republican and Democrat intercepts and
the percentage of voters who self-identify as Republican, Democrat, or Independent in a market; Year/Candidate X indicates interactions between election year
and Republican/Democrat choice intercepts with the three percent age variables, percent unemployment, and average salary. Estimates for the interactions are
omitted because of space limitations.

a�24475 for columns (1) to (7), b�24985 for column (8).
∗Significant at 001; ∗∗significant at 0005; and ∗∗∗significant at 0001.

this estimate does not account for the endogeneity
of advertising. The next specification in column (2)
uses 2SLS to instrument for the advertising levels. The
advertising coefficient increases to 0.150 and remains
highly significant.

The remaining columns in Table 5 introduce DMA–
party fixed effects. These fixed effects account for
potential correlation between the advertising instru-
ments and cross-sectional variation in voter prefer-
ences. To illustrate, column (3) estimates an OLS
regression including the DMA–party fixed effects to
facilitate comparison with column (1). The additional

fixed effects reduce the advertising coefficient to 0.052
and it remains significant at the 1% level. Estimation
using 2SLS in column (4) increases the advertising
coefficient slightly to 0.060 and maintains significance
at the 1% level. As previously indicated, the sign of
the endogeneity bias is ambiguous because advertis-
ing occurs when candidates are close in a market,
such that strong positive or negative unobservables
both tend toward zero advertising. Thus, control-
ling for cross-sectional unobservables with the DMA–
party fixed effects seems to significantly reduce the
advertising coefficient.
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Next we introduce a series of additional covari-
ates explained in §2.4. Column (5) starts by including
the control variables for senate elections, same-party
incumbent governors, rainfall and snowfall by year,
and the distance to the candidate’s home state. Col-
umn (6) adds the age demographics, county-level per-
cent unemployment, and average salaries among the
county’s labor force. We find that snow had a sig-
nificant negative effect on turnout in both elections.
Lower unemployment and higher average salaries are
associated with higher voter turnout. In both spec-
ifications, the advertising coefficient remains signifi-
cant, although the coefficient’s significance weakens
slightly in column (6).

Column (7) includes additional interactions that
increase the advertising coefficient to 0.069 with sig-
nificance at the 1% level. The first set of interac-
tions, labeled Party–PartyID, interacts the three party
intercepts with the percentage of the population that
identifies itself as Republican or Democrat. These
interactions allow local political preferences to exert
an asymmetric influence on each candidate’s vote
share, whereas the other control variables help shift
voters’ preferences between turning out for the elec-
tion or not voting at all. Two of the Party–PartyID
variables are significant (omitted for brevity), yet the
advertising coefficient barely changes. This specifi-
cation also interacts the demographic and economic
control variables with year dummies and the two
major party intercepts. Four of the five base variables
remain highly significant, and six of the (omitted)
interactions are significant, suggesting that these vari-
ables influence voters’ decisions differently for each
political party.

Our last specification in column (8) presents the
robustness check that allows a major opposing can-
didate’s advertising to enter the utility for a given
major party candidate. Because the opposing adver-
tising introduces an additional endogenous vari-
able, we include a set of interactions between the
lagged advertising price and the county-level per-
cent unemployment as additional instruments in the
first-stage regression.20 The estimated own-candidate
advertising coefficient is statistically the same but
with a p-value of 0.084. The estimated coefficient
on the opposing candidate’s advertising is, however,
insignificant. This effect is consistent across numerous
specifications (including many unreported ones) and

20 We tested alternative combinations of instruments formed
through interactions between the lagged advertising prices and the
various demographic and economic variables. Because the demo-
graphic and economic variables are correlated with each other,
including additional interactions as instruments beyond the first set
leads to redundant variables in the first-stage regression.

persists despite the inclusion of many control vari-
ables, fixed effects, and correction for the endogeneity
of advertising.

As noted earlier, we also estimate several BLP ver-
sions of the model that allow for continuous unob-
served heterogeneity in the candidate intercepts and
advertising coefficient. Without the DMA–party fixed
effects, we find significant parameter heterogeneity:
the standard deviations of the heterogeneity distri-
butions are positive and significant. With the DMA–
party fixed effects, the standard deviations were
insignificant and the mean advertising coefficient was
close to the estimated coefficient from the 2SLS spec-
ification. The DMA–party fixed effects absorb the
cross-sectional variation that otherwise would help
identify the unobserved heterogeneity.21

4.2. Elasticity Estimates
Table 6 presents the elasticity estimates from our pre-
ferred specification in column (7) of Table 5. The esti-
mated elasticities are 0.033 for Republicans, 0.036 for
Democrats, and an order of magnitude smaller for the
third-party candidate.

These sensitivities are lower compared with the
median value of 0005 reported in Sethuraman et al.
(2011), which conducts a meta-analysis of advertising
elasticities for consumer goods. However, the effec-
tiveness of advertising is likely to vary significantly
depending on the product category. For instance,
Kadiyali et al. (1999) estimate an advertising elastic-
ity of about 0.03 using GRP data for a personal care
product. In the case of new products, which, similar to
elections, experience an intense advertising campaign
at launch, Ackerberg (2001) finds an elasticity of 0.15.
Although we might at first suspect political ads are
of greater influence, seeing that people are more wed-
ded to a political candidate than to a yogurt product
is perhaps unsurprising.

Comparing our advertising elasticity estimates to
previous work in political science is difficult. Few
studies report advertising elasticities, and many use

21 We considered three additional robustness checks: a model with
observable heterogeneity in advertising effects, a heterogeneous
BLP model with opponent advertising, and a nested logit model
with only the own candidate’s advertising. In the first, we inter-
acted the percentage of self-identified independent voters in a DMA
with the advertising variable. The implied mean advertising effect
remains unchanged, but both advertising coefficients become sta-
tistically insignificant. In the second, the opponent’s advertising
variable remains insignificant even in the presence of unobserved
heterogeneity. In the third, the nested logit, a voter first chooses
whether to vote and then, conditional on voting, which candidate
to vote for. The estimated nesting parameter was not significantly
different from zero, so a nested model does not appear helpful.
Both of these last two specifications use variables that are exclusive
to the turnout decision because of the presence of variables such as
rainfall, snowfall, and the Senate race indicator.
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Table 6 Elasticity Estimates

Republican Democrat Third party

Republican 000333 −000144 −000144
Democrat −000112 000363 −000112
Third party −000001 −000001 000043

Notes. All estimates are significant at the 0001 level. Results use estimates in
column (6) of Table 5. To interpret, for example, a 1% increase in Democrat
advertising implies a 0.0112% decrease in the market share of the Republi-
can candidate.

stated preference and intentions data (e.g., “On a
seven-point scale, how likely would you be to vote for
Gore over Bush on Election Day?”) as dependent vari-
ables instead of actual voting outcomes. Gerber (2004)
compares the estimated effects of campaign spend-
ing (as opposed to specifically television advertising)
across several prominent studies and shows how their
predictions vary by more than an order of magnitude
depending on the estimation technique.

The studies by Huber and Arceneaux (2007) and
Gerber et al. (2011) permit some comparison because
both use GRPs of television advertising and focus
on recent elections. Restricting attention to non-
battleground states, Huber and Arceneaux (2007) use
cross-sectional survey data and find that increasing
Bush’s advertising by 1,000 GRPs increases the proba-
bility a voter supports Bush by 1.7%, whereas increas-
ing Gore’s advertising by the same amount increases
his support by 3.8%. Using a regression and actual vot-
ing data, the authors estimate that 1,000 GRPs increase
Bush’s proportion of the two-party vote by 4.0%.22

Gerber et al. (2011) couple a television field experiment
with telephone surveys to gather information on can-
didate preferences and voting intentions; they found
that 1,000 GRPs increase respondents’ intentions to
vote for a gubernatorial candidate by about 5%.

To make our elasticity estimates comparable with
these results, we calculate the percentage change in
votes for a candidate given an increase of 1,000 GRPs.
We exclude from this calculation those counties
that received zero GRPs by the target candidate.
An increase of 1,000 GRPs yields on average 1.5%
more votes for the Republican candidate and 1.7%
more votes for the Democratic candidate. An extra
1,000 GRPs represents a nontrivial amount of advertis-
ing dollars (e.g., about $300,000 for a prime daypart in
Dallas in 2004), but the predicted response could have
a significant effect on a state’s voting outcome. Thus
our estimates are roughly consistent with—although
distinctly lower than—two studies that exploit (quasi)
experimental variation to isolate the causal effect
of advertising. This comparison comes with some

22 For details, please refer to pages 969 and 975 of Huber and
Arceneaux (2007).

caveats, because each study differs on some dimen-
sion. Our approach is distinct in our use of instrumen-
tal variables to measure advertising effectiveness with
actual voting data. Whether the effectiveness of adver-
tising is the same across elections for different offices
is also unclear.

4.3. Zero-Advertising Counterfactuals
In this section, we examine the power of advertis-
ing to influence overall election outcomes. We con-
sider how the electoral votes would have changed
if all advertising were set to zero, holding all other
factors fixed. Note that we do not view this exer-
cise as an actual prediction of the election outcome
if advertising were banned, because many other
variables would endogenously change. For example,
without television advertising, candidates might sub-
stitute other forms of campaign activities to com-
municate their stances on policy issues to voters
(e.g., canvassing, get-out-the-vote drives). Candidates
might even be forced to change their policy stances
themselves. Although the counterfactual is unable to
address these issues, the exercise still gives us a rough
idea of voters’ preferences without the influence of
advertising.

Table 7 shows how the electoral votes would
have changed under this zero-advertising scenario
using the estimates from column (7) in Table 5. The
column “Switched states” in Table 7 lists the states
that switched to the candidate listed in that row. In
2004, removing advertising gives Bush one extra state
(Wisconsin), thereby increasing his margin of victory

Table 7 Zero Advertising Counterfactual

Election Electoral votes Switched states

Year Candidate Observed Zero ad (Electoral votes)

2000 Bush 271 249 OR (7)
2000 Gore 266 288 FL (25), NH (4)
2004 Bush 286 296 WI (10)
2004 Kerry 252 242 —

Turnout % of population

Year Observed Zero ad % change

2000 00645 00626 −2093
2004 00706 00688 −2053

Notes. Electoral College results from setting advertising to zero in both elec-
tions, using estimates from column (7) of Table 5. The “Observed” column
presents the actual number of electoral votes each candidate received, and
the “Zero ad” column presents the predicted number after setting advertising
to zero everywhere. The rightmost column indicates which states switched
hands. For example, in the 2000 election, Bush would have lost Florida and
New Hampshire to Gore but gained Oregon. The bottom panel provides the
change in the percentage of voters who turn out for the election. Note that
538 electoral votes were at stake in each election. However, the results for
2000 sum to 537 votes because one elector in Washington, DC abstained
from voting in the Electoral College.
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from 34 electoral votes to 54. However, under zero
advertising in 2000, Bush would have won Oregon
but lost Florida and New Hampshire to Gore. The net
loss of 22 electoral votes would have been enough to
tip the election in Gore’s favor. In fact, because both of
the states that switched to Gore were decisive, elimi-
nating the advertising in either of these states would
have changed the election outcome. The bottom panel
of Table 7 presents in the counterfactual the percent-
age of voters who turn out. We find that removing
the advertising decreases voter turnout by about 2.9%
(3.06 million voters) and 2.5% (3.08 million voters) in
2000 and 2004, respectively.

Although advertising shifted three states’ preferred
candidate in 2000, these outcomes combine changes
in voter turnout and differences in candidates’ rel-
ative vote shares. Assessing the relative importance
of advertising’s effects on voter turnout and persua-
sion is difficult because both effects operate simulta-
neously given the functional form of the logit demand
model. To isolate the persuasive effects of advertis-
ing, we also conduct a zero-advertising counterfactual
that holds turnout fixed at observed levels.23 Under
this scenario, Gore retains Oregon and wins Florida
and New Hampshire in 2000, yielding a net gain
of 29 electoral votes. Thus our model and estimates
imply advertising’s persuasive effects drive up Gore’s
electoral votes, but turnout effects run in favor of
Bush by flipping Oregon.

Our results appear to support the dual effect of
advertising on voters’ decisions. However, squar-
ing them with work in political science is challeng-
ing because the literature is mixed, and the same
model rarely considers both decisions. One series of
studies find support for a positive effect of adver-
tising on turnout (Freedman and Goldstein 1999,
Freedman et al. 2004, Goldstein and Freedman 2002,
Hillygus 2005), whereas another group of papers finds
a null effect of advertising on turnout (Ashworth
and Clinton 2007, Krasno and Green 2008), and yet
other work points to a negative effect (Ansolabehere
et al. 1999). Similarly, Huber and Arceneaux (2007)
find that advertising exhibits a strong persuasive
effect on voters in the 2000 presidential election,
but Gerber et al. (2011) find the persuasive effects
of advertising are fleeting in the 2006 gubernatorial
election. Assessing the relevant literature is particu-
larly complex because of the varying nature of the
methods employed: some papers rely on individual
survey data with indirect outcome variables and oth-
ers use observational data on voting and turnout at

23 To hold turnout fixed, within each county, we remove from the
choice set the outside option of not voting and then recompute
shares, assuming voters choose among the three inside options.
Then we scale the resulting vote shares, according to the original
level of turnout in the county.

the aggregate level. Another complicating factor is
that mean advertising effects likely differ across elec-
tions for different political offices depending on the
self-selected sample of voters who participate.

5. Conclusions
This paper documents a robust positive effect of
advertising in the case of general elections for the
U.S. president. Our analysis indicates that instru-
mental variables, fixed effects, and observable con-
trols impact the estimate of the advertising coefficient.
Because the election setting minimizes any dynamic
concerns, this estimation strategy allows us to cleanly
identify positive advertising effects, whereas causal
studies for branded goods often find no effect. Over-
all, our findings illustrate that advertising is capable
of shifting the electoral votes of multiple states and
consequently the outcome of an election.

Our analysis comes with several caveats that might
be interesting to pursue as future research. First,
we aggregate all of a candidate’s advertising into a
single variable and do not separately consider the
effects of positive or negative advertisements. We
made this choice because numerous papers in politi-
cal science specifically examine positive versus nega-
tive advertising (e.g., Ansolabehere et al. 1994), and to
analyze them from a causal perspective using nonex-
perimental data requires an instrument that shifts the
relative balance of positive and negative advertise-
ments across DMAs. Second, we do not model voters’
expectations about the potential outcome of the elec-
tion and how forming such expectations could ulti-
mately alter their voting decision. Expectations data
have well-known challenges and would require addi-
tional structure that we felt would impose paramet-
ric restrictions that were too stringent while trying to
focus on the causal relationship in the data. Third,
we assume the effectiveness of advertising is fixed
over time. If the effectiveness of advertising could
vary over time and be observed, candidates could use
variation as a basis for scheduling advertising dur-
ing the campaign, generating an additional source of
endogeneity.

We hope our illustration of the value of fixed effects
and instruments motivated by advertiser objective
functions influences future empirical studies of these
political applications as well as other questions in
advertising more broadly.
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